
ARBD: 
Implications for decision 

making
ACAS service

CWP

all patients have either given permission for clinical examples to be used for teaching or
examples have been anonymised and details/events changed.
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Men: 3 Pints a night
Women 2 .3 Pints a night

Men 8.5 G&Ts per night
Women: 7 G&Ts per night

Men: 4 Glasses of wine per night
Women: 3 Glasses of wine per night

•5 years (dependent on nutritional status (based on Oslin’s criteria1);

•Females: 30 units, Males: 50 units
•Usually in context of many years heavy social drinking 
•Likely to score mild to moderate degree of impairment on dementia assessment
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http://www.google.com/url?url=http://www.thesun.co.uk/sol/homepage/news/money/4620439/6-pint-is-just-two-years-away-warn-beer-bosses.html&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=8fCvVJyRIcqd7Ab-jIDoDg&ved=0CBgQ9QEwAQ&usg=AFQjCNGYybuVqOCYWiJQKyWNiqRPv_djHg
http://www.google.com/url?url=http://gintonicshop.be/10-gin-cocktails/&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=QfGvVOONIseX7QbtjICACg&ved=0CBoQ9QEwAg&usg=AFQjCNGSxMgUX3WhAvT1UVbMgteegg88tw
http://www.google.com/url?url=http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-2154693/Never-mind-sore-head--just-glass-wine-asthma-attack.html&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=aPGvVLnMOo36aOXbgdAM&ved=0CDQQ9QEwDw&usg=AFQjCNEKrXul-vjhACHu90J0zR8CFYSxtw


What is the size of the problem

• 21% of Glasgow homeless showed evidence of 
ARBD 1

• Up to 50% of detoxified alcohol dependents 
demonstrate varying signs of cognitive 
damage 2
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ARBD (a practical classification)
1. Acute effects of alcohol

• Drunk

• Withdrawal

• Encephalopathies

2. Medium term effects of alcohol (transient ARBD)1

• In heavy, long term abusers: may last 3-4 months

• Often dramatic improvement

3. Longer term effects of alcohol/thiamine deficiency2,3

• Brain cells take at least a year to grow

• Deficits may show some improvement over 1-5 years. 

4. Permanent alcohol/thiamine related damage3

• Lasts indefinitely

• May be some improvement in terms of social   and behavioural  adaptation over time
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Assessing mental capacity to make a 
decison

1. Is there evidence of mental impairment?

2. Does the impairment mean that a person is 
unable to make a decision regarding the 
specified issue?

1. Can the person understand the relevant 
information?

2. Can the person retain that information?

3. Can the person weigh up the information as part 
of the decision making process?

4. Can the person communicate his/her decision?
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Alcohol Related Brain Damage
Clinical Characteristics

Tuck, Jackson 19911 N=641 patients referred 
to an ATU

• Memory loss in 32% 

• Understanding and reasoning problems in 
58% 
– Subtle: May precede alcohol related neurological disorders by ten years

1. Tuck R, Jackson M; The Medical Journal of Australia: Vol 155 August 19, 1991 225. 6



Memory Loss: in ARBD 

Working memory intact

The person may be able to conduct a perfectly cogent 
conversation and is influenced by context
Short term (anterograde) …A common problem

Short term memory: (Ability to learn new information) 
tends to fall away after half an hour or more.
Long term memory problems1,2  (retrograde)….Another common problem

Long term memory: The person may have a number of 
years ‘lost’ relating to alcohol misuse, physical illness, social 
problems.
False memories (confabulations)3,4
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Short term memory problems

A women who has responded to 
management of ARBD 
interviewed at home

(managed under the MCA)
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Short term memory problem

Q: So what I would like to ask you is a little bit about your memories of the last three or four years

A: Because I forgot what was going on , I  turned to John thinking he knows the answer and  he 
understood me. He understood what I was going through and he would suggest something, that's 
how I managed.

Q: Do you remember the issue with alcohol those years ago.

A. I remember drinking. But even though he told me I was drinking too much, I could not remember 
drinking the previous time and I was sure I was not, even though he told me, everybody told me. I 
thought the last drink was the night before and I was having after effects. I don’t remember doing it 
on the actual day.

Q. Does that mean you don’t remember the drink before the one that you were drinking at the time?  
[correct]  Did that make you think you were drinking less than you were because you could not 
remember it?

A.  Yes, I was thinking I had it the night before [um] and the effects of it made me go blank

• (Consent to use as teaching aid provided by patient and carer)
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Long term memory problems

Previous experiences are likely to 
influence our day to day decision 

making
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Long Term Memory: 
Architecture (personal interpretation)

30 yrs 50 yrs

Very heavy 
drinking begins

WK

Hospital admissions
Convulsions,  liver 
problems
Doctor’s warnings
Financial ruin
Family breakdown
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30 yrs 50 yrs

Heavy drinking
begins

WK

Losing memories backwards

Long Term Memory: 
Architecture

Hospital admissions
Convulsions,  liver 
problems
Doctor’s warnings
Financial ruin
Family breakdown
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Architecture of Memory 
(personal interpretation)

30 yrs 50yrs

Patchy Amnesia
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Memory loss with juxtaposition
An ex tyre factory manager living in a nursing home

aged 60 
(managed under the MCA)

in a car tyre distribution centre.

Q: How are you Mr J? how are you finding things?   P: Things are a bit hassled just now...

Q. Oh, what's the problem?   P: There is a cock up on the orders, cant get the staff to 
process things properly and we have been very busy..

Q; What orders are we talking about?   P; What do you mean?

Q: you said that you were running into problems with orders......   P: oh, just an order....

Q: an order for what..?   P. Tyres of course..

Q. Ah, yes......are you busy   P. Yes but it is not helped by the staff....

Q. Do you know that you are in a nursing home.......?   P. Of course I do.......

Q. Ok....do you know who this is (pointing to the key nurse)   P. That's XXX, she helps me......

Q. Helps you with what.......?   P. The orders of course......

Q do you stay here at night?   P. No of course I don't!.

Q. Have you ever had a problem with alcohol?  P; no, what makes you ask that?

Q: oh, its just that, that is why you are in the nursing home here..   P: oh.....
!conversation forgotten and started again next interview!
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Confabulations

• A falsification of memory occurring in clear 
consciousness, in association with organically derived 
amnesia.

• Various sorts, 

– Some permanent and easy to recognise as they are often 
fantastic

– Some difficult to identify, momentary and plausible
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Momentary/contextual type

• An inpatient gentleman, liver disease, recurrent 
admissions with withdrawal.

• Has been on the ward for three weeks

• Short term and long term memory problems and 
evidence of early reasoning problems

• Seen on ward just after visiting time is over
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Momentary/contextual type
typical example

Q. How are you today?

A. Fine.

Q. I hope I did not interrupt any visitors?

A.      Its OK; my wife has just left.

Q.     How long have you been married

A.         Many years.

Q.         Are you still living with her?

A:         Yes

Q. Are you going to live with her when you are discharged ?

A. Of course.
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The reality

• Lives alone and has done for many years

• Been divorced for many years, no ‘partner’

• No contact with wife who apparently lives in 
different part of UK

• Had no visitors at visiting time
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Understanding
and

Weighing up
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Background : Mrs Z
(An amalgam case)

• Divorced 50 year old woman with grown up 
daughter who visits her home 1-2 times per 
year (lives in Oxford; somewhat estranged)

• Has an ex-partner still in contact

• 2007 was admitted to hospital following a 
collapse: reviewed by a psychiatrist
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The Beginning: Mrs Z

• Psychiatric inpatient assessment 2006
– Admitted in 2007 with Korsakoff’s
– 8 previous psychiatric assessments
– History of convulsions, and many detox’s
– Bottle of vodka a day for a number of years

– Confused and disorientated
– Denied any problems
– Thought she was living with her daughter (was living on her own)

(temporal shift/confabulation)
– Scored 18/30 on MMSE: noted problems with TV remote control in the 

ward

• Discharged home and estranged partner came to care 
for her with help from visiting carers
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The Story Mrs Z
(Next picked up in 2008)

• 2008 -2009
– OT assessment 
– Problems in care package
– Day care offered, but refused 
– Respite opportunity taken, but terminated early
– Deteriorating home environment
– Breakdown in care predicted
– Case closed to follow-up

• 2010-2011
– Daughter visited and reported concerns about environment and care to local authority
– SW visit: High risk of neglect noted, but offers of support were rejected. Patient dirty and 

disheveled, toe nails curling under feet
– Partner being controlling and rude
– Ms Z complains that partner hit her
– Housework neglected, swarms of flies in the house
– Respite offered, but refused
– Carers failed to gain access over 5 weeks
– Carers witness fight between partner and unknown man in 

house demanding cash
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The Story Mrs Z

• 2012
– Four safe-guarding processes were initiated
– Progress made in providing bathing carers
– Report of partner hitting Ms Z

• 2013
– Failed access for 3 weeks
– No food in house, no sanitary products for Ms Z, unkempt
– Increasing wt loss noted by carer. Mobility failing. Dehydrated
– Joint visit SW and police: partner says he restricts fluids to control incontinence
– No clean underwear or bedding noted, carer intimidated by partner
– Ms Z incontinent of faeces
– Partner abusive to SW when asked about lack of food  in the house
– Hostile to district nurses visiting

– Mental capacity assessed by BIA
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BIA Social Worker Mental 
Capacity Assessment: Mrs Z 

(April 2013)

Capacity to accept short term placement
– BIA asked patient if she had lost weight: No loss of weight reported 

by patient

– BIA explained: SW were worried about food, access to carers, hygiene,  
drinks etc.
• Appeared to understand the ‘situation’
• Denied that she was neglected
• Said that the washing machine was constantly on
• Denied problems relating to food
• Said that she did not like getting out of bed
• Said that she felt happy at home and did not really want respite (because 

smoking was restricted)

– Is not so impaired that she lacks capacity to make 
decisions relating to her care
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A Balanced Decision….

• Evidence: For capacity

– Patient can follow conversations

(Patient’s working memory intact)

– Has been given information (corroborative)

– Patient made a confident and determined 

– decision 
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Capacity Assessment

Problems related to the assessment

1. No clear demonstration of mental impairment

2. No attempt to see if she understands her mental 
impairment  (Has she got insight?) (assuming she has )

Remembering the information
Working memory seems intact as she can follow a conversation

No test on ability to remember information for long enough to 
make a decision within the interview

Does she remember past issues or even current issues that 
could inform her decisions.
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Understanding the problem

• What is wrong with you that means you might need help? 
1. Have you got memory problems?
2. Why are you neglecting yourself?

• What are the particular practical issues with which you need help? 
1. Why is there no food in the house? (when she says there is)
2. Why is the house neglected?
3. Why is her laundry not done? (when she says it is)
4. What does she use for sanitary wear?
5. Why does she think she has had no weight loss? (contrary to evidence)

• How much help do you need? 
• Who is going to help you? 
• How is this help going to be organised? 

Look for confabulation (remembering things as they were rather than now)
Does she accept of believe the information? 

(even if she can remember it!)
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Weighing up the advantages of going 
into respite against staying at home

Make sure the patient is given all the information. 
Make sure the patient understands the information 

Can she weigh the information
• What does the individual think are the pros and cons 

relating to the support proposed? (This can be written out 
with the individual in two columns in order to facilitate the 
reasoning process). 

• Explore the relative ‘weight’ the individual allocates to the 
pros and cons. 

• 1. Do they understand the risks if they do not get the 
support ?

• 2. What are their reasons for not wanting the support? 
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Weighing up the decision to go into 
temporary care
How she sees the world:

• Believes she is functioning much better than she is
• Believes that the house is well cared for

Relies on fond and happy memories of her experience
V

Not being able to smoke
Being removed from her ‘comfortable’ home

Being looked after by strangers

Obviously refused help
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Weighing up

The reality:
• Partner’s abuse
• Starvation

• Incontinence
• Fear, embarrassment
• Further brain damage

• Potential death
• V

• Restricted smoking
• Not being at own home
• Looked after by strangers

• Improved health
• Cognitive improvement
• Safety improvement
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Weighing up

• Other issues that might be affecting her decision making

• Fear of partner

• Patient is suggestible, likely to agree with discussions but cannot 
conceptualise1 or understand risk 

• Dysexecutive apathy:

– Patients have problems in changing routine

– Understanding what the value of the intervention is (appreciating the                                                     
reasons and objectives of the intervention)

– Environmental dependency syndrome: Cognitive loss of autonomy 
and dependent on immediate environment to make decisions

1. Zinn, S (2004), Alcoholism: Clinical and Experimental Research, 28 (9); 1338-1346. 31



The On-going Story : Mrs Z

• May 2013, after consultant visit, partner 
refused access by carers.

• 1 week later: visit by carers:
– Ms Z collapsed; non responsive

– Ambulance called

– Partner arguing against admission, and aggressive

– Police called

– Ms Z admitted to acute medical care
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Acute Hospital Admission: Mrs Z

• Underweight, dehydrated, confused, poor hygiene and 
head lice

• Required intravenous rehydration
• Diagnosed as Korsakoff’s with organic amnesic syndrome
• Probable cause of collapse was postural hypotension
• Noted to be anxious, occasionally agitated, with significant 

cognitive impairment with difficulty in understanding
• Ataxic and prone to falls
• Seen by psychiatrists: 

– deemed not to have capacity regarding care
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What are the current problems
faced by patients with ARBD
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steps of non-intervention
for severely cognitively impaired alcohol dependents

A&E
Drunk/confused Withdrawal/

admission

Physical 
Stabilisation

1 2

3
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steps of non intervention
for cognitively impaired alcohol dependents (<65)

A&E
Drunk/confused Withdrawal/

admission

Physical 
stabilisation

Discharged 
from acute care

Institutional care e.g. elderly

1 2

3

4

alcohol 
treatment
services

Alcohol /cognitive problems may not be 
assessed
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steps of non-intervention

A&E
Drunk/confused Withdrawal/

admission

Physical 
stabilisation

Discharged 
from acute care

1.Return to drinking 
environment
2.Don’t remember
hospital admission
3.No insight, Poor impulse 
control

Institutionalisation 
disturbed behaviour
Undue expense
Lost to follow-up

1 2

3

5

Alcohol treatment 
services: Non 
engagement

no follow up
Lost to service

Back
to 
drinking

4
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steps of non-intervention

A&E
Drunk/confused Withdrawal/

admission

Physical 
stabilisation

Discharged 
from acute care

1.Return to drinking 
environment
2.Don’t remember
hospital admission
3.No insight, Poor impulse 
control

1 2

3

5

Back
to 
drinking

4

Community services 
not adapted

No funded pathways of care
Bed pressures

Problems in capacity
assessments

Regain capacity
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Review summary
(N=72) 

The vast majority of ARBD patients are likely to improve if provided with 
appropriate treatment and care.

Outcomes:
• Improvement in health and social well being scores (t 

depression)
• Significant reduction in acute hospital bed days (85%)
• 75% are able to live relatively independently without on-

going institutionalisation (75%)
• An active treatment program is associated with 52% 

reduced cost of care across three years and 70% in non 
complex cases

• There is a relatively low mortality rate (12%)
• Rate of relapse 22% when including homeless, drug users 

and increased number of capacitated patients 10-20%)*
The majority of people remain well for a number of years 

whilst under care
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Food for thought…..

• Are we denying people their rights under the 
mental capacity act?

• Are our capacity assessments fit for purpose?

• Are we not using the mental capacity act 
because we have no services to provide for 
these patients?

• Are these patients forgotten or ignored by our 
services?
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Cheshire and Wirral Partnership 
NHS Trust

A couple of source documents:

Rcpsych CR185 (guideline)

CWP-ARBD (psycho-social treatment guide)
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